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Abstrat

Semionduting half-Heusler (HH, XY Z) phases are promising thermoeletri ma-

terials owing to their versatile eletroni properties. Beause the valene band of

half-Heusler phases bene�ts from the valene band extrema at several high-symmetry

points in the Brillouin zone (BZ), it is possible to engineer better p-type HH materials

through band onvergene. However, the thermoeletri studies of n-type HH phases

have been lagging behind sine the ondution band minimum is always at the same

high-symmetry point (X) in the BZ, giving the impression that there is little opportu-

nity for band engineering. Here we study the n-type orbital phase diagram of 69 HHs,
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and show that there are two ompeting ondution bands with very di�erent e�etive

masses atually at the same X point in the BZ, whih an be engineered to be onverged.

The two ondution bands are dominated by the d orbitals of X and Y atoms, respe-

tively. The energy o�set between the two bands depends on the di�erene in eletron

on�guration and eletronegativity of the X and Y atoms. Based on the orbital phase

diagram, we provide the strategy to engineer the ondution band onvergene by mix-

ing the HH ompounds with the reverse band o�sets. We demonstrate the strategy by

alloying VCoSn and TaCoSn. The V0.5Ta0.5CoSn mixture presents the high ondution

band onvergene and orresponding signi�antly larger density-of-states e�etive mass

than either VCoSn or TaCoSn. Our work indiates that analyzing the orbital harater

of band edges provides new insight into engineering thermoeletri performane of HH

ompounds.

Introdution

Half-Heusler (HH) ompounds are promising funtional materials, e.g. thermoeletris,

1

op-

toeletronis,

2

spintronis

3

and topologial insulators,

4

beause of their versatile and om-

plex eletroni properties, as well as good thermal and mehanial stability.

5

As shown in

Fig. 1, the rystal struture of HH is omposed of four fae-entered-ubi (FCC) sublatties,

with three of them oupied by X , Y and Z elements. When the onstituent elements are

valene balaned,

6,7

the ompounds generally exhibit semionduting properties. Therefore,

valene balaned HH family has long been used for pratial high-temperature thermoeletri

appliations.

8

The thermoeletri performane is haraterized by the �gure of merit, zT , zT = S2σT/(κe+

κl), where S is the Seebek oe�ient, σ the eletrial ondutivity, κe the eletroni ther-

mal ondutivity and κl the lattie ontribution to the thermal ondutivity. But the See-

bek oe�ient and eletrial ondutivity are inversely oupled by arrier onentration.

1

Thus, improving Seebek oe�ient and eletrial ondutivity at the same time is a long-
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standing hallenge. The eletroni properties are primarily determined by weighted mo-

bility,

9 µ(m∗

d/me)
3/2
, where large m∗

d (density-of-states e�etive mass) is favorable for large

Seebek oe�ient and high µ (harge arrier mobility) is essential for high eletrial ondu-

tivity. Large band degeneray an boost m∗

d
10,11

without hanging arrier mobility, leading

to high weighted mobility

9

and then high thermoeletri performane.

12

As a onsequene,

modifying the relative energy of band edges (band engineering) has been used extensively as

an e�etive strategy to improve the performane of thermoeletri materials

13

where band

degeneray (Nb) an be seen as a simple and e�etive desriptor for good eletroni properties

for thermoeletri appliations.

There has been great interest in engineering the valene bands and improve the thermo-

eletri performane of HH ompounds. As a result, the zT of p-type NbFeSb-based

14

HH

is reported to be 1.5 at high temperature. These p-type HHs have valene bands with high

valley degeneray (e.g NL
v = 4, NW

v = 6) whih ontributes to its high power fator.

15,16

Consequently, several promising p-type HH andidates are found with large valene band

degeneray, like NL
b = 8 (with two orbital degeneray) for NbFeSb and TaFeSb

17

and NL+Γ
b

= 10 (not inluding the spin-orbit split o� band at Γ) for ZrCoBi18 leading to zT s of 1.5 and

1.4, respetively. In ontrast, there are few promising n-type HH thermoeletri andidates

reported. The best n-type HH remains ZrNiSn-based (NX
v = 3) with zT values up to about

1.5 at 700 K.

19

All the works of ZrNiSn fous on redution of lattie ondutivity from 7

to 3 Wm−1K−1
at 300 K.

20,21

Inreasing the band degeneray through ondution band

onvergene whih has been long-time ignored might be a good way to further improve the

thermoeletri performane of n-type HH ompounds.

Engineering HH thermoeletri materials based on strutural hemistry is an e�etive

way to understand the underlying mehanisms and propose feasible guidelines for improve-

ments.

22

For instane, identifying the atomi orbital ontribution to the valene and on-

dution band edges, whih mainly determine the eletroni transport, an guide band engi-

neering. Reently, Dylla et al.

23

studied the orbital onstitutions of the valene band edges
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(presenting an orbital ontribution diagram). Over 50 known HH ompounds were sorted

into three groupings distinguished by the loation of the valene band edge (at Γ, L or W):

the band extremum is loated at Γ or L depending on whih atom's d-orbitals (X or Y in

XY Z Half Heusler) dominates the valene band edge, the band extremum an also be at

W with high valley degeneray (NW
v = 6) when the Z atom's p-orbitals further ontribute

to the valene band edge. The hemial trends give valuable guidelines to engineer band

onvergene as well as high valley degeneray. Unlike the valene band, the ondution band

of almost all HH thermoeletris is invariably a single band loated at the X point in the

Brillouin zone whih makes it appear like there is little opportunity for band engineering

and may explain the lak of e�ort to study the ondution band struture.

In this work, we examine the ondution band edges in 69 HH semiondutors and �nd

that there are atually two di�erent ondution bands at X point, one dominated by the

d-orbitals of the X atom and the other dominated by the d-orbitals of the Y atom. This

asts new insight into engineering band onvergene in n-type thermoeletri HH ompounds,

whih is suessfully demonstrated in the mixture of VCoSn and TaCoSn.

X

Y
Z

Figure 1: Crystal struture of the half-Heusler ompound. The red, green and blue spheres

represent the X , Y and Z atoms, respetively.
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Methodology

Density-Funtional Theory

We use the projeted augmented wave (PAW)

24

sheme with the generalized gradient ap-

proximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)

25

eletroni exhange orrelation funtional

in the Vienna ab initio simulation pakage (VASP). The energy uto� is 1.3Emax eV, where

Emax is the largest energy of the default maximum energy uto�s of X , Y and Z atoms. We

use the Monkhorst-Pak

26

approah to sample the Brillouin zones with a roughly onstant

density of k-points (30 Å

3
) for struture relaxation, and a highly dense density (60 Å

3
) for

eletroni struture alulation. The ondutivity e�etive mass (m∗

c) is alulated by Boltz-

trap2

27

ode for eletrial ondutivity using the onstant relaxation time approximation

(CRTA, τ =10 fs).

28

(m∗

cαβ(T ;µ))
−1 =

σαβ(T ;µ)

e2τ
×

1

n(T ;µ)
(1)

Speial Quasi-Random Struture (SQS) Method

Solid solutions are typially synthesized to lower the thermal ondutivity

17,18

but an also af-

fet the eletroni properties.

29

To desribe the disordered state, large superells are needed,

leading to time-onsuming omputational ost. Speial quasi-random strutures (SQS)

30

are hosen with lose multisite orrelation funtions to the ideal disordered state in order

to mimi the disorder of solid solution with a small superell. SQS strutures have been

suessfully used to haraterize the properties of experimental solid solutions, like ternary

Sr-Pb-S,

31

binary BCC alloys

32

as well as half-Heusler systems.

11,33

Wolverton

34

et al. pre-

dited SQS struture with 48 atoms is used to study the V and Ta mixing in one of the FCC

sublatties for the V0.5Ta0.5CoSn solid solutions. To ompare the band strutures, BandUP
35

is used to unfold the band struture of the SQS into the primitive Brillouin zone of the pris-

tine ompound. The density-of-states (DOS) e�etive mass (m∗

d) of SQS-V0.5Ta0.5CoSn is
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alulated by �tting the DOS around the Fermi level.

DOS(E) =
1

2π2
(
2m∗

d

h̄2 )3/2E1/2
(2)

Results and Disussion

Orbital Diagram of Condution Band Edges

Eletroni strutures provide important information relating to eletroni transport proper-

ties. Band onvergene leads to high DOS that inreases the eletroni quality fator

36

(or

weighted mobility

9

) as long as there is not a proportional derease in mobility, e.g. from

intervalley sattering.

37

Engineering the band edges to ahieve high band degeneray is there-

fore a lear strategy to improve thermoeletri performane. A simple model is needed to

engineer the band onvergene by doping or alloying. Sine the eletroni states orrespond

to ombinations of atomi orbitals, variations in the frational ontribution from eah orbital

type to a band should in�uene the band shape as well as the energy of the band edge.

The valene band edge of Half-Heusler semiondutors an be at Γ, the highest symmetry

point in the Brillouin zone with NΓ
v = 1, or at other points with higher valley degeneray, like

NL
v = 4 at the L point and NW

v = 6 at the W point.

23

But the ondution band edge is usually

loated at X (or sometimes Γ point), with valley degeneray of NX
v = 3. For the HH family,

although eah phase has the same rystal struture, it has wide hemistry �exibility sine

there are many possible elements for eah site. Di�erent elements result in di�erent orbital

ontributions, leading to various band strutures in HH ompounds. Therefore, mapping

the hange of ondution band strutures with various ompositions of HH is a powerful

strategy to eluidate the primary soures of variane among the reiproal-spae eletroni

strutures.

To quantitatively explore how hemial omposition (atomi orbitals) a�et eletroni

strutures, we selet 69 kinds of stable (omputationally stable at T = 0 K) HH ompounds
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Figure 2: (a) The ondution band edges of half-Heusler ompounds are primarily omposed

of the d orbitals of the X and Y elements. The size of irles represents the n-type ondutiv-

ity mass with the arrier onentration of 10

20
m

−3
under 900 K. Two di�erent ondution

band minima (CBM) arise at the X point (valley degeneray Nv = 3) in the Brillouin zone,

one dominated by the d-orbital of X atoms (minimum at energy EX2
, red sphere) and one

dominated by the d-orbital of Y atoms (minimum at energy EX3
, green sphere). In some

ompounds, suh as ZrNiSn (b) the Y atom forms the CBM while in other ompounds suh

as NbFeSb () the X atom forms the CBM. These two ondutions bands are e�etively

onverged in NbCoSn (d) with the energy di�erene of the CBMs being below a few kBT ,
doubling the e�etive valley degeneray to 6 (Nb = 6).
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and projet the density of states into the atomi orbitals, from whih we an establish the

ondution band orbital phase diagram. As shown in Fig. 2a, we an see that it is the

ontribution of d orbitals of the X and Y elements that mainly distinguish the ondution

band edges. More importantly, although most HH ompounds have ondution band edge at

the X point there are atually two lasses of ondution band edges. The ondution band

minima of the both bands loate at the X point in BZ (Fig. 2b and 2), one primarily arising

from the d orbitals of X (red irles, making ondution band minimum at X2) and another

from Y atoms (green irles, making ondution band minimum at X3). One representative

of the seond lass is the well-known n-type HH ZrNiSn (Fig. 2b): the ondution band

minimum (CBM) loates at X point oming from the d orbital of Ni atom (green line, at X3)

and a seondary CBM at X point stemming from d orbital of Zr atom (red line, at X2) with

the energy di�erene (EX3
-EX2

) of -1.34 eV. In ontrast, one representative of �rst lass is

the good p-type HH NbFeSb (Fig. 2): the ondution band minimum is dominated by the

Nb-d orbital (red line, X2) and a seondary CBM attributed by the Fe-d orbital (green line,

X3), whih are both laying on X point, with the energy o�set (EX3
-EX2

) of 0.65 eV.

When the energy o�set of these two types of CBM at X point (X3 and X2) is below

a few kBT implying that both two bands ontribute to arrier transport, e.g. NbCoSn

(Fig. 2d): the energy di�erene between X3 and X2 is 0.04 eV. In this ase, the band

degeneray reahes six. The e�etive mass of X2 (red line) is notieably lighter than the X3

(green line), indiating the oexistene of light and heavy band edges. ZrRhBi is another

ompound with e�etively onverged CBMs (Fig. S9d). There is a �at band between CBM-

X3 (ontributed by d orbital of Y atom) and Γ point (∆E = 0.03 eV), with the CBM-X2

(attributed by d orbital of X atom) lose in energy (∆E = 0.25 eV), whih should have a

omplex Fermi surfae with high band degeneray.

38,39

The orbital diversity of ondution

band edges indiates larger degeneray an be ahieved by engineering the energy o�set.
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Figure 3: The di�erene in valene eletron on�guration (group number) and eletronega-

tivity of X and Y speies determines the energy o�set between the two ondution bands at

X (EX3
-EX2

) point.
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Desriptor for Band Convergene of N-Type HH

Engineering the energy o�set (EX3
-EX2

) to realize band degeneray an tune thermoeletri

performane, whih depends on adjusting the relative energies of the atomi orbitals that

onstitute the ondution bands. Atomi orbitals from X , Y and Z atoms have bonding and

anti-bonding interations, whih lead to the formation of the bands. It is reported that the

simpli�ed rystal orbital diagram for a prototypial half-Heusler ompound at X point, the

ompeting CBMs are omposed of either a non-bonding d-orbital states from the X atom

and anti-bonding state omprised of mostly Y -d and X-d orbitals.40 The hemial di�erene

between X and Y atoms in�uenes the relative energy di�erene between the atomi orbitals,

and hene, the relative position of two distint CBM at X point.

Fig. 3 shows the relationships between energy o�set of two kinds of X points with

valene eletron on�guration di�erene and eletronegativity di�erene (olor bar). The

energy o�set of EX3
and EX2

shows a linear relationship to the group number di�erene (the

valane di�erene). Clearly, the valene eletron di�erene, or the group or olumn number

di�erene on the periodi table is a good desriptor for the energy di�erene. The variation

in the relative energies of the two ompeting CBMs modi�ed by group number di�erene

between X and Y atoms is due to the inrease in the on-site energy of the atomi orbitals

moving aross the row on the Periodi Table (left to right).

41

Therefore, the ompounds with

a small valene di�erene, like NbFeSb, have the ondution band minimum (at X point with

energy EX2
) dominated by the d orbital of the X element. In ontrast, ompounds with large

valene di�erenes, suh as HfCoSb, have the ondution band minimum (at X point with

energy EX3
) dominated by the d orbital of the Y atom. In this ase, double mixing at

X and Y sites with opposite energy o�set (like NbFeSb and HfCoSb) an promote band

onvergene.

In addition, eletronegativity, whih haraterizes the ionization energy of the element

42

has the seondary, but important, in�uene on the energies of the atomi orbitals. There-

fore, for the isovalent ompounds (like VCoSn and TaCoSn), the seond most important

10
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X
3
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Figure 4: The energy di�erene of EX3
-EX2

of seven ompounds with small energy di�erene

(near band onvergene). The olors are the same as used in Figure 3, representing the

eletronegativity di�erene of X and Y speies.

desriptor is the di�erene of eletronegativity between the X and Y atoms. The systems

with smaller eletronegativity di�erenes (red and yellow solid irles in Fig. 3), whih imply

more ovalent bonding, tend to redue the EX3
-EX2

energy o�set. The relationship between

energy o�set and these two desriptors an provide feasible guidane to engineer the band

onvergene. The energy o�sets and projeted band strutures of all 69 HH ompounds are

given in Table S1 and Fig. S1-9, respetively.

When the group number di�erenes are four and �ve, there are several systems with

the energy o�set below a few kBT , whih should e�etively have both ondution bands

onverged. As shown in Fig. 4, there are seven ompounds (NbCoGe, NbCoSn, TaCoSi,

HfIrSb, ZrRhAs, TiCoAs, TiCoSb) possess large band degeneray of six with energy o�set

below a few kBT . The olors are the same as used in Fig. 3, representing the di�erene of

eletronegativity. For other ompounds with a large EX3
-EX2

energy o�set, mixing two HH

ompounds with an opposite energy o�set ould also lead to band onvergene.
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(c)

VCoSn

(a) (b)

CoSnTa

(d)

V CoSn0.5Ta0.5

3

3

Figure 5: The projeted band strutures of (a) VCoSn and (b) TaCoSn. Unfolded band

struture of () V0.5Ta0.5CoSn (SQS). The relative energy of the two ondution bands (X2

and X3) (d) hanges with the doping onentration of Ta in V1−xTaxCoSn leading to band

onvergene near x = 0.5.
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Alloying to Ahieve Condution Band Convergene

From the last setion, we an see that mixing two isovalent ompounds with opposite energy

o�set an realize band degeneray by tuning eletronegativity di�erene. To validate this, we

hoose two isovalent systems (VCoSn and TaCoSn) with reverse energy o�set to see how the

hanging of eletronegativity an engineer the EX3
-EX2

energy o�set. As shown in Fig. 5,

the EX3
-EX2

energy o�sets for VCoSn and TaCoSn are 0.30 and -0.36 eV, respetively. Based

on a simple tight-bonding model,

40,43

it an be shown that the on-site energy of an atomi

orbital state a�ets the energy of the moleular orbital states whih most losely resemble

the atomi orbital state. That is, modifying the X-d orbital has a greater in�uene on the

energy of the non-bonding CBM (EX2
), while tuning the on-site energy of the Y -d atom

has a greater in�uene on the anti-bonding CBM (EX3
). Therefore, mixing Ta in VCoSn

an inrease the relative energy of X2 then lead to the band onvergene of X2 and X3. We

hoose SQS with the mixing onentrations of 50% Ta to study the eletroni properties

of solid solutions, then unfold its band struture to the primitive ell. For V0.5Ta0.5CoSn

(Fig. 5), the energy o�set is around 0.15 eV, implying these two bands are onverged with

the degeneray of six (Fig. 5d). It is lear that mixing V and Ta an modify the relative

positions of X2 and X3. The onvergene of light (X2) and heavy (X3) bands ontributes to

high DOS e�etive mass.

We then alulate the density-of-states of V0.5Ta0.5CoSn, VCoSn and TaCoSn (Fig. 6).

To hek the DOS hange with V-Ta mixing, we align their ondution band edges. It is lear

that V0.5Ta0.5CoSn has larger DOS around CBM than VCoSn and TaCoSn. Correspondingly,

the DOS e�etive mass of V0.5Ta0.5CoSn (3.49me) is signi�antly higher than those of VCoSn

(1.9 me) and TaCoSn (2.96 me). The high DOS e�etive mass of V0.5Ta0.5CoSn is obviously

ontributed by the onverged heavy and light bands, whih is indued by the dereased EX3
-

EX2
energy o�set (Fig. 5) in the mixture. Therefore, it would boost Seebek oe�ient

without deteriorating the arrier mobility. Additionally, the introdued mass �utuation (V

and Ta) would satter phonons and further suppress the lattie thermal ondutivity as well.
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Figure 6: Density-of-states of SQS-V0.5Ta0.5CoSn (red line), VCoSn (purple line) and TaCoSn

(blak line).

Therefore, engineering the ondution band onvergene based on our methodology would

essentially improve the thermoeletri performane of n-type HH ompounds.

Conlusion

We onstrut the n-type orbital phase diagram with 69 ompositions of half-Heusler XY Z

ompounds and �nd that there is orbital diversity of ondution band edges. Two major

lasses of ondution band edges (both at the X point) are dominated by the d orbitals of

either the X (with energy EX2
) or Y (with energy EX3

) atom. The energy o�set EX3
-EX2

is determined by the valene (group number in the periodi table) and eletronegativity

di�erene between X and Y speies to a lesser extent. Mixing two pristine ompounds

(VCoSn and TaCoSn) with opposite energy o�set in 1:1 ratio an suessfully onverge X3

and X2 bands. As a result, SQS-V0.5Ta0.5CoSn exhibits a signi�antly higher n-type DOS

e�etive mass than those of VCoSn and TaCoSn. Suh an orbital diagram provides novel

insight into understanding the underlying mehanisms behind the band energies and provides

e�etive strategies to engineer high band degeneray and better thermoeletri performane

of half-Heusler ompounds.
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